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Suspended Animation

The medical field, in part, exists to prevent the cessation of life. Scientists, researchers,

and doctors dedicate their lives to finding cures and life-saving methods to maintain the health of

individuals and prolong human existence. The discovery and use of Emergency Preservation and

Resuscitation in humans has the potential to transform how we live. The ability to pause and

restart life, potentially making death reversible, will give a new meaning to existence. Placing

humans in Suspended Animation would save lives, challenge biological principles, create a

billion-dollar industry, and challenge the philosophy of life and death.

Emergency Preservation and Resuscitation (EPR) is a medical technique that places a

trauma victim in a state of Suspended Animation. During EPR doctors attempt to save patients

who have rapidly lost a large amount of blood, resulting in cardiac arrest. Suspended Animation

places patients in a state of hypothermic preservation by pumping ice-cold saline directly into the

aorta to replace the lost blood (Goodyer). The body drops to temperatures as low as 10 to 15

degrees Celsius which gives doctors time to operate on them. The patient is in a state of

hypothermia and is technically dead. After the procedure, doctors warm the body to 37 degrees

Celsius, bringing the patient back to life (Goodyer). Under normal circumstances, the

termination of blood going to the brain would cause brain damage in less than five minutes.

However, Suspended Animation decreases the body’s need for oxygen and blood circulation that

expands the window of time to two hours (Thomson).
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Scientists tested this technique on animals who do not naturally hibernate, such as dogs

and pigs, and whose physiology most closely resembles humans (Roth and Nystul 7). Scientists

prevented ischemic damage, which results in death, by placing the animals in Suspended

Animation. Human clinical trials began at the University of Maryland Shock Trauma Center, led

by Samuel Tisherman. In 2019 Tisherman revealed to New Scientist that a team of doctors placed

the first human in Suspended Animation (Thomson). No more information is available as the

trial is still ongoing, but the revelation has opened a realm of possibilities.

The chance to cheat natural selection would cause Charles Darwin to roll in his grave.

Although a gunshot wound is not necessarily natural selection, biologically altering a body and

prolonging a person's lifespan goes against Darwin’s’ beliefs. Placing animals in an unnatural

state of hibernation, which is a form of Suspended Animation, has already challenged natural

selection. The success of a clinical trial would make this a widespread practice and eventually

move away from only treating fatal trauma. In the future, with the rapid development of

technology, we could see this phenomenon expand from two hours to two years in Suspended

Animation. This method could increase the life span of transplant organs or even preserve the

health of terminally ill patients until doctors find a cure. NASA even explored the possibility of

therapeutic hypothermia for astronauts traveling into outer space (Griggs). This practice has the

potential to stir the same craze space travel has generated today. Billionaires would pay

thousands to experience this form of “time travel,” and if we are thinking in extremes,

immortality. Although these ideas might sound ridiculous and downright impossible, a century

ago no one could fathom Suspended Animation practiced beyond science fiction movies.

However, is this form of self-preservation taking it too far? Are the attempts of

Suspended Animation governed by the fear of death? Socrates and Plato believed that the
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purpose of philosophy was the preparation of death, and in Plato's case, the afterlife (Scott).

Implying the elimination of death equates to the elimination of a life worth living. However,

Epicurus would commend the efforts of scientists to prevent the complete end of existence. “As

long as we exist, death is not, and that death is where we are not” (Tim). For Epicurus, it is more

time to enjoy the pleasures of life before it is all gone. Regardless of which theory is correct, this

practice will reshape the ideas of the philosophy of death. Philosophers would amplify the study

of Metaphysics by inquiring into what happens to the conscience during Suspended Animation,

as it is the closest experience to life after death. Theories debated by the early and modern

philosophers could finally get to an answer or close to it.

Employing this discovery may prove Neil Postman right. Technology has made society

obsessed with regarding humans as machines. “Like a machine, a human being is made up of

parts which when deflective can be replaced…without impairing any other part” (Stakland 316).

The procedure is extremely risky and could cause neurological damage. This highlights

Postman's technological modesty theory and leads to questioning whether doctors should

practice Suspended Animation because technological advancements can accommodate it, or

whether it is ethical. However, his argument falls short at the mention of stifling scientific

creativity. He argues that a machine cannot duplicate human life. Therefore, scientists

discovering a method to preserve human life, instead of replicating it with artificial intelligence

embodies creativity. Science is about challenging the realm of possibility. Suspended Animation

can change the world and how we think about human life.
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